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eral, and on de{interlacing in particular, seems to be
lagging behind on the expertise available in the TV
world. Given the availablility of advanced motion{
compensated scan rate conversion techniques in consumer TV{sets since some years [4], it is remarkable
that at the 1997 WinHec conference Gates [5] proposes
the PC community to lower the picture rate of broadcast PCs to 60 Hz and to consider long{persistent phosphors to alleviate large area icker, since good quality
scan rate conversion would not be a ordable in a consumer product.
The question, `to interlace or not to interlace', touches
various issues. Whether present{day technologies
are powerful enough to produce progressively scanned
video at high rate and good signal to noise ratio is not
evident [6]. Moreover, a visual{communication system
also involves display and transmission of video signals.
Concerning the channel, the issue translates into: `Is interlacing and de-interlacing still the optimal algorithm
for reducing the signal bandwidth with a factor of two?'
Before answering this question, it is necessary to know
what can be achieved with de{interlacing techniques
nowadays. Although there is evidence that an all{
progressive chain gives at least as good an image quality
as an all{interlaced chain with the same channel bandwidth [7], experiments with advanced de{interlacing in
the receiver have not been reported. In fact, recent
research [8] suggests that motion{compensated temporal interpolation, in a di erent context, can improve
the eciency of even highly ecient compression techniques. It seems appropriate, therefore, to evaluate the
available options in de{interlacing, before jumping to
conclusions.
Over the last two decades, many de{interlacing algorithms have been proposed. They range from simple
spatial interpolation, via directional dependent ltering, up to advanced Motion{Compensated (MC) interpolation. Some methods are already available in products, while the more recent ones will appear in products
when technology economically justi es their complexity.
Our paper outlines the most relevant algorithms, avail-

Abstract: The question `to interlace or not to interlace' divides the TV and the PC communities.
A proper answer requires a common understanding of what is possible nowadays in de{interlacing
video signals. This paper outlines the most relevant
methods, and provides a relative comparison.
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Introduction

The human visual system is less sensitive to ickering
details than to large{area icker [1]. Television broadcast standards apply interlacing to pro t from this fact.
Interlace, however, complicates many image processing
tasks [2]. Particularly, it complicates scanning{format
conversions. These were necessary in the past mainly
for international programme exchange, but with the
advent of high-de nition television, videophone, Internet, and video on PCs, many scanning formats have
been added to the broadcast formats, and the need for
conversion between formats is increasing [3].
This increasing need, not only in professional but also
in consumer equipment, has restarted the discussion
`to interlace or not to interlace'. Particularly, this issue divides the TV and the PC communities. The latter seems biased towards the opinion that present{day
technologies are powerful enough to produce progressively scanned video at high rate and do not need to
trade{o vertical against time resolution through interlacing. On the other hand, the TV world seems
more conservative, and biased towards the opinion that
present{day technologies are powerful enough to adequately de{interlace video material, which reduces, or
even eliminates, the need to introduce incompatable
standards and sacri ce the investments of so many consumers.
It appears that the two camps have had disjunct expertises for a long time. In a world where the two elds
are expected by many to be converging, it becomes
inevitable to appreciate and understand each other's
techniques to some extent. Currently, the knowledge
in the PC community on scan rate conversion in gen1

and aims at removing the rst repeat spectrum caused
by the interlaced sampling of the video. It is not,
however, a straightforward linear sampling rate up{
conversion problem [9], as TV signals do not ful l
the demands of the sampling theorem: the pre ltering prior to sampling, required to suppress frequencies
above half the sampling frequency, is missing. As in
a TV system the pick{up device in the camera samples the scene (vertically and temporally), the pre lter
should be in the optical path. This is hardly feasible,
or at least absent in practical systems.
On top of this practical issue, there is a fundamental
problem. The temporal frequencies at the retina of an
observer have an unknown relation with the scene content [10]. High frequencies, due to object motion, are
mapped to DC at the retina if the observer tracks the
object. Consequently, suppression of such apparently
high and less relevant frequencies results in signi cant
blurring for this viewer. Temporal ltering of a video
signal therefore degrades the picture quality.
Figure 2a shows the Vertical{Temporal (VT) video
spectrum of a static scene. This spectrum includes
baseband and spectral replicas due to the interlaced
sampling. The sampling lattice results in a quinqunx
pattern of the centers of the spectral replicas. The vertical detail of the scene determines the extent of the
VT spectrum support, while vertical motion changes its
orientation, as illustrated in Figure 2b [11]. Figure 3a
illustrates the general spectrum for an interlaced signal
with motion, and Figure 3b shows the ideally resulting spectrum from the de{interlacing process. Clearly,
de{interlacing is a spatio{temporal problem, and the
fundamental problem is highly relevant.

able either in TV and PC products or in recent
literature, and compares their performance. This
comparison provides gures of merit, such as Mean
Square Errors (MSE). Also screen photographs are included showing the typical artifacts of the various de{
interlacing methods. A `foot{print' indicates the relative strengths and weaknesses of individual methods in
a single graph.
We cannot hope that this overview shall silence the
discussions on interlace. We do hope, however, that
it serves to provide a common knowledge basis for the
two divided camps. This can be a starting point for
further experiments that will contribute to the nal
technical answer. The debate is unlikely to end even
there, as introducing incompatible new TV standards
in the past proved dicult, and balancing technical and
non{technical issues may prove to be dicult.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the de-interlacing problem. Section 3 outlines the
main non-MC techniques and Section 4 the most relevant MC methods. Section 5 presents the performance
evaluation and we draw our conclusions in Section 6.
2

Problem statement

Figure 1 illustrates the de{interlacing task. The input
video elds, containing samples of either the odd or the
even vertical grid positions (lines ) of an image, have
to be converted to frames. These frames represent the
same image as the corresponding input eld but contain
the samples of all lines. Formally, we shall de ne the
output frame Fo (~x; n) as:

(~x; n); y mod 2 = n mod 2
Fo (~x; n) = F
(1)
Fi (~x; n)
; otherwise
with ~x = (x; y )T designating the spatial position, eld
number n and T for transpose, F (~x; n) the input eld
de ned for y mod 2 = n mod 2 only, and Fi (~x; n) the
interpolated pixels.
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Figure 2: VT spectrum of a 50-Hz video signal, with
vertical frequencies in cycles/picture height (c/ph). a:
no motion, b: vertical motion
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Due to these practical and fundamental problems,
researchers have proposed many de{interlacing algorithms. Some neglected the problems with linear theory, and showed that acceptable results could nevertheless be achieved. Until the end of the seventies, this
was the common approach for TV applications. From
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Figure 1: The de-interlacing task.
De-interlacing increases the vertical sampling density,
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3.1.1 Spatial ltering
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Spatial de{interlacing techniques exploit the correlation between vertically neighbouring samples in a eld
when interpolating intermediate pixels. Their allpass
temporal frequency response guarantees the absence of
motion artifacts. Defects occur with high vertical frequencies only. The strength of spatial or intra{ eld
methods is their low implementation cost.
The simplest form is line repetition, which results by
selecting h(k; 0) = 1 for k = 1, and h(k; m) = 0
otherwise. The frequency response of this interpolator
is given by:
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Figure 3: Spectrum of the interlaced input (a), and the
target spectrum of the de{interlacer (b).
roughly the early eigthies onwards, others suggested
that with non-linear means, linear methods can sometimes be outperformed. Next, motion compensation
has been suggested to escape from problems in scenes
with motion, but was considered to be too expensive
for non{professional applications until the beginning of
the nineties, when a breakthrough in motion estimation
enabled a single{chip implementation for consumer TV
[4]. Also in the nineties, video appeared in the PC,
where up till now only the linear methods are applied.
We shall discuss the relevant categories in the Sections
3 and 4.
3

Hy (fy ) = j cos(fy )j

with fy the vertical frequency (normalized to the vertical sampling frequency), and Hy (fy ) the frequency
response in the vertical direction. This frequency characteristic has no steep roll-o . As a consequence, the
rst spectral replica is not much suppressed, while the
baseband is partly suppressed. This causes alias and
blur in the output signal.

Non-MC methods

fy [c/ph]

We distinguish two categories of non-motion{
compensated de-interlacing algorithms: linear and
non-linear techniques. Both categories contain spatial (or intra- eld), temporal (or inter- eld), and
spatio-temporal algorithms.
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Figure 4: VT frequency response with a spatial lter

The spatial and temporal lters are no longer popular
in TV products. For multi{media PCs, however these
techniques, under the name `Bob' and `Weave' [5] are
currently proposed. Together with the spatio-temporal
linear lters they are available in commercial products,
and equally deserve our attention. All linear methods
are de ned by:

The alias suppression can be improved by increasing
the order of the interpolator. Line averaging, or `Bob'
as it is called by the PC community, is one of the most
popular methods, for which h(k; 0) = 0:5 for k = 1; 1,
and h(k; m) = 0 otherwise. Its response:

Fo (~x; n) =
8
(~x; n)
< F
P
:

(3)

y mod 2 = n mod 2
F
(
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;
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m
)h(k; m) otherwise
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(k; m 2 f: : : ; 1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g)

1
2

1
2

Hy (fy ) = + cos(2fy )

(2)

(4)

indicates a higher alias suppression. However, this suppresses the higher part of the baseband spectrum as
well. Generally, purely spatial lters cannot discriminate between baseband and repeat spectrum regardless
their length. They always balance between alias and
resolution, as illustrated for a 50{Hz format in Figure
4. The gray shaded area indicates the passband, that
either suppresses vertical detail, or passes the alias.

with h(k; m) the impulse response of the lter in the VT
domain, and ~uy = (0; 1)T . Similar to ~uy we also de ne
~ux = (1; 0)T. The actual choice of h(k; m) determines
whether it is a spatial, a temporal or a spatio-temporal
lter.
3

3.1.2 Temporal ltering
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Temporal de-interlacing techniques exploit the correlation in the time domain. Pure temporal interpolation, implies a spatial allpass. Consequently, there is
no degradation of stationary images.
The analogy in the temporal domain of the earlier line
repetition method of the previous subsection is eld
repetition or eld insertion. It results from selecting
h(0; 1) = 1, and h(k; m) = 0 otherwise. The frequency characteristic of eld repetition too, is the analogy of line repetition. It is de ned by replacing fy by
ft in (3).
Field insertion, also called `Weave' in the PC world,
provides an allpass characteristic in the vertical frequency domain. It is the best solution in case of still
images, as all vertical frequencies are preserved. However, moving objects are not shown at the same position for odd and even lines of a single output frame.
This causes serration of moving edges, which is a very
annoying artifact illustrated in Figure 17.
Longer temporal FIR lters require multiple{ eld storage. They are are therefore economically unattractive,
particularly as they also cannot discriminate between
baseband and repeat spectra, as shown in Figure 5.
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18h(k; m) =

ft [Hz]

8
<
:

1; 8; 8; 1
; (k = 3; 1; 1; 3) ^ (m = 0)
5; 10; 5 ; (k = 2; 0; 2) ^ (m = 1)
0
; (otherwise)
(5)

Non-linear techniques

Linear temporal interpolators are perfect in the absence of motion. Linear spatial methods have no artifacts in case no vertical detail occurs. It seems logical,
therefore, to adapt the interpolation strategy to motion and/or vertical detail. Many such systems have
been proposed, mainly in the eigthies, and the detection of motion/detail can be explicit, or implicit. In
this subsection, we describe some detail and motion
detectors, some methods applying them, and nally
some implicitly adaptive, non{linear de{interlacing algorithms. This last category seemed the best a ordable
de{interlacing technique for TV{receivers until, in the
nineties, single{chip motion{compensated methods became feasible [4].
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duced with increasing temporal frequencies. Such a loss
of resolution with motion is not unnatural.
The lter is usually designed such that the contribution
from the neighbouring elds is limited to the higher
vertical frequencies. As a consequence, motion artifacts
are absent for objects without vertical detail that move
horizontally. In the evaluation we shall use such a lter
with k and m selected as:
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Figure 6: Video spectrum and a VT- lter
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Figure 5: Frequency response of the temporal lter

3.1.3 VT ltering

3.2.1 Motion{adaptive algorithms

A VT interpolation lter would theoretically solve the
de{interlacing problem if the signal were bandwidth{
limited prior to interlacing. The required pre{ lter
would be similar to the up{conversion lter. The required frequency characteristic is shown in Figure 6.
Although the pre{ lter is missing, and there are problems with motion{tracking viewers [10], Figure 6 illustrates that the VT lter is certainly the best linear
approach, in that it prevents both alias and blur in
stationary images. The vertical detail is gradually re-

To detect motion, the di erence between two pictures is
calculated. Unfortunately, due to noise, this signal does
not become zero in all picture parts without motion.
Some systems have additional problems. For example,
colour subcarriers cause non{stationarities in coloured
regions, interlace causes non{stationarities in vertically
detailed parts, and timing jitter of the sampling clock
is particularly harmful in horizontally detailed areas.
4

image parts according to:

These problems imply that the motion detector output
should be a multi-level signal, rather than a binary,
indicating the probability of motion. Clearly, motion
detection is not trivial. Therefore, assumptions are necessary to realize a practical motion detector that yields
an adequate performance in most cases. Common (but
not always valid) assumptions to improve the detector
are:

Fo (~x; n) =

2. The spectrum part around the colour carrier carries no motion information;
3. The low{frequency energy in the signal is larger
than in noise and alias;
4. Objects are large compared to a pixel.
The general structure of a motion detector based on
these assumptions is shown in Figure 7. A time{domain
di erence signal is rst low{pass (and carrier reject) ltered to pro t from assumptions 2) and 3) above. This
lter also reduces `nervousness' near edges in the event
of timing jitter. After the recti cation, another low{
pass lter improves the consistency of the output signal,
relying on assumption 4). Finally, the non{linear (but
monotonous) transfer function in the last block translates the signal in a probability gure for the motion,
Pm , using 1). This last function may be adapted to the
expected noise level. Low{pass lters are not necessarily linear. More than one detector can be used, working
on more than just two elds in the neighbourhood of
the current eld, and a logical or linear combination of
their outputs may lead to a more reliable indication of
motion.

F
x ; n) =
8o (~
F
x ; n)
>
> (~
<
>
>
:

filter

rectifier

(low-pass)
filter

; y mod 2 = n mod 2

Fst (~x; n)+
)Fmot (~x; n) ,otherwise

(1

; y mod 2 = n mod 2

FHF (~x + ~uy ; n) + Fav (~x; n)
+(1
)FLF (~x; n 1)
; otherwise

(7)
with FHF and FLF the highpass and low-pass ltered
version of input signal F respectively, Fav de ned by:

F (~x ~uy ; n) + FLF (~x + ~uy ; n)
Fav = LF

(8)
2
with controlled by the motion detector. The motion
detector of Filliman et al. uses the frame di erence.
Field insertion results for the lower frequencies in the
absence of motion, and line averaging in case of signi cant motion. Small frame di erences yield an intermediate output.
Hentschel [17, 18] proposed to detect vertical edges,
rather than motion, within a eld. The edge detector
output signal ED is de ned by

Input 1
(low-pass)

>
>
:

F (~x; n)

(6)
with Fst the result of interpolation for static image
parts and Fmot the result for moving image parts. A
motion detector determines the mix factor .
Seth{Smith and Walker [15] suggested that a well dened VT lter can perform as well as the best motion{
adaptive lter, at a lower price.
Filliman et al. [16] propose to fade between more than
two interpolators. The high{frequency information for
the interpolated line is extracted from the previous
line. The low{frequency information is determined by
a motion{adaptive interpolator.

1. Noise is small and signal is large;

-

8
>
>
<

nonlinear Pm
transfer

ED(~x; n) = g fF (~x ~uy ; n) F (~x + ~uy ; n)g
y mod 2 6= n mod 2

Input 2

Figure 7: General structure of a motion detector

(9)

with g () being a non{linear function that determines
the presence of an edge. The output of g () is either
0 or 1. Note that this detector does not discriminate
between still and moving areas, but merely shows where
temporal interpolation could be advantageous.

The Motion Detector (MD) is applied to switch or
preferably fade between two processing modes, the one
optimal for stationary and the other for moving image
parts. Achiha et al. [12] and Prodan [13], mention that
temporal and vertical lters may be combined to reject
alias components and preserve true frequency components in the two{dimensional VT frequency domain by
applying motion-adaptive fading. Bock [14] also mentioned the possibility to fade between an interpolator
optimized for static image parts and one for moving

3.2.2 Edge{dependent interpolation
Doyle et al. [19] use a larger neighbourhood of samples
to include information of the edge orientation. If intra{
eld interpolation is necessary because of motion, then
5

3.2.3 Implicitly adapting methods

the interpolation should preferably preserve the baseband spectrum. After determining the least harmful
lter orientation, the signal is interpolated in that direction. As shown in Figure 8, the interpolated sample

Next to the adaptive linear lters for de-interlacing,
non-linear lters have been described that implicitly
adapt to motion or edges. Median ltering [23] is by
far the most popular example. The simplest version
is the three-tap VT median lter, illustrated in Figure
9. The interpolated samples are found as the median
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Figure 8: Apperture of edge dependent interpolators
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where XA , XB and XC are de ned by:
(11)
XA = A+2 F ; XB = B+2 E ; XC = C +2 D
and the pixels A; B; C; D; E and F are the ones indicated in Figure 8, and de ned by:
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Figure 9: VT median ltering
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luminance value of the vertical neighbours (A and B),
and the temporal neighbour in the previous eld (C):
Fo (~
x; n)



=

F (~
x; n)

med (F (~
x

;y
~
uy ; n); F (~
x

where med(A; B; C ) is de ned by 1 :

(12)

In a preferred variant, XB is replaced by a VT median
lter, as described in the next section. Further modi cations to this algorithm have been proposed [21].
It is uncertain whether a zero di erence between pairs
of neighbouring samples indicates the spatial direction
in which the signal is stationary. For example, noise, or
more fundamentally alias (edge detection on interlaced
data), can negatively in uence the decision. An edge
detector can be applied to switch or fade between at
least two processing modes, each of them optimal for
interpolation of a certain orientation of the edge.
It is possible to increase the edge detection consistency
[22], by checking also the edge orientation at the neighbouring pixel. In [22] directional{edge detection operators are de ned. For example, the error measure for a
vertical orientation is de ned by:

med(A; B; C ) =

8
<
:

mod 2 =

+~
uy ; n); F (~
x; n

n

mod 2

1)) , otherwise
(15)

A; (B < A < C ) _ (C < A < B )
B; (A  B  C ) _ (C  B  A)
C;
otherwise

Fj

(13)

Fj

(14)

(16)
The underlying assumption is that, in case of stationarity, F (~x; n 1) is likely to have a value between that
of its vertical neighbours in the current eld. This results in temporal interpolation. However, in case of motion, intra- eld interpolation often results, since then
the correlation between the samples in the current eld
is likely to be the highest. Median ltering automatically realizes this `intra/inter' switch on pixel basis.
If signals are corrupted by noise, the median lter allows noise breakthrough near edges. This is a aw
which can be reduced by applying order statistical
smoothing prior to median ltering as proposed by
Hwang et al. [24].
The major drawback of median ltering is that it distorts vertical details and introduces alias. However, its
superior properties at vertical edges and its low hardware cost have made it very successful [25].

Consistency of edge information is further increased by
looking for a dominating main direction in a near neighbourhood. However, the problem of alias remains.

1 The de nition of the median is given here for three input
values only. It is assumed to be known that this de nition can
be generalized to any number of input values

angle90 = jB E j + jC

and for an edge under 116 degrees:

angle116 = jA E j + jB
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3.2.4 Hybrid methods

de nitions (12) and perusal of Figure 8 yields:

Fo (~x; n) =

In the literature, many combinations of the earlier described methods have been proposed. Lehtonen and
Renfors [26] combine a VT lter with a 5-point median. The output of the VT lter is one of the inputs
of a 5-point median. The remaining four inputs are
nearest neighbours on the VT sampling grid.
Salo et al. [27] extend the aperture of the median lter
in the horizontal domain to enable implicit edge adaptation. The 3-point median was extended to a 7-point
median, and the output of the median lter is de ned
by:
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>
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>
>
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>
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>
>
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>
>
>
:

>
>
:

med @

(19)

1 = jBB+EEj ;

2 = jCC +D
Dj ;

+H
3 = jG
G Hj

(20)
and assuming i is the minimum, then i = 2 and
j = 1 8 j 6= i. Simonetti proposes a motion detector
with a temporal aperture of 3 elds.
Kim et al. [31] detect motion by comparing an environment within the previous eld with the same environment in the next eld. Motion is detected if the
(weighted) sum of absolute di erence between corresponding pixels in the two environments exceeds a motion threshold value. Furthermore, vertical edges are
detected by comparing the absolute di erence of vertically neighbouring samples with a threshold value.
Depending on the edge and motion detectors, their output at interpolated lines switches between temporal averaging

Fo (~x; n) =
; y mod12 = n mod 2
A; B; C; D; E; F;
F (~x; n 1); A , otherwise
(B + E )

1 (F (~x; n 1) + (~x; n + 1)) , static
2 0 A+F 1
0 2 ;
B 1 B +E ; C
2 C
med B
, slow motion
@ 2 C +D ; A
2
3 G+2 H
c0 B + c1 E + c2 G + c3 H , fast motion

0 = jAA+FF j ;

where A; B; C; D; E and F are the pixels as indicated
in Figure 8, and de ned in (12). Haavisto et al. [28],
extend this concept with a motion detector. They propose a 7{point spatio-temporal window as a basis for
weighted median ltering. The motion detector controls
the importance or `weight' of these individual pixels at
the input of the median lter. The output is de ned
by:

F (~x;0
n)

; y mod 2 = n mod 2

The coecients i are calculated according to Webers
law [30] (`the eye is more sensitive to small luminance
di erences in dark areas than in bright areas'). Using:

Fo (~x; n) = med(A; B; C; D; E; F; F (~x; n 1)) (17)

8
>
>
<

F (~x; n)

(18)

1
2

Fi (~x; n) = (F (~x; n 1) + F (~x; n + 1))

(21)

and edge{dependent interpolation according to

Fi (~x; n) =
1
2 (F (~x + l~ux ~uy ; n) + F (~x + (m l)~ux + ~uy ; n))

where and are the integer weights. A indicates
the number of A`s that occur in (18). (For example
3A means A; A; A). A large value of increases the
probability of eld insertion, whereas a large increases
the probability of line averaging at the output.
Simonetti [29] describes yet another combination of
implicit/explicit edge and motion adaptivity. His deinterlacing algorithm uses a hierarchical three-level motion detector which provides indications of static, slow
and fast motion. Based on this analysis, one of the
three di erent interpolators is selected. In case of static
images, a temporal FIR lter is selected, in case of slow
motion the so called Weighted Hybrid Median Filter
(WHMF) is used, and in case of fast motion, a spatial FIR lter is used as the interpolator. Applying the

(22)
where the interpolation directions, i.e. l and m, are
determined using `wide vector' correlations:
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L
X
i= L

jU (i) V (i)j

where i represents the weight, while
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A rst approximation to cope with this fundamental
problem, is to nevertheless perform a spatial interpolation whenever the motion vector points at a nonexisting sample, or even round to the nearest pixel.
Woods et al. [33] depart from this approximation.
However, before actually performing an intra{ eld interpolation the motion vector is extended into the pre{
previous eld to check whether this extended vector
arrives in the vicinity of an existing pixel. Figure 10
illustrates the procedure. Only if this is not the case
spatial interpolation in the previous eld is proposed:

(25)

+ m)~
ux + ~
uy ; n)

The smallest D(l; m) determines l and m.
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Temporal backward projection

MC methods

The most advanced de-interlacing algorithms use motion compensation. It is only since the mid{nineties
that motion{estimators became feasible at consumer
price level. They are currently available in studio scan
rate convertors, in the more advanced TV receivers [4],
and in single{chip consumer MPEG2 encoders [32].
We will assume the availability of motion vectors, but
not discuss motion estimation. Since motion vectors
can be incorrect, robustness of the de-interlacer against
vector errors is important. In Section 5, robustness is
discussed. We shall describe motion using d~(~x; n) =
(dx (~x; n); dy (~x; n))T with dx (~x; n) and dy (~x; n) the displacement or motion in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
Similar to many previous algorithms, MC methods try
to interpolate in the direction with the highest correlation. With motion vectors available, this is an interpolation along the motion trajectory. Motion compensation allows us to virtually convert a moving sequence
into a stationary one. Methods that perform better for
stationary than for moving image parts will pro t from
motion compensation. Replacing the pixels F (~x; n + m)
with F (~x + md~(~x; n); n + m) converts a non-MC method
in a MC version. Indeed, MC eld insertion, MC eld
averaging, MC VT ltering, MC median ltering, and
combinations with edge adaptivity have been proposed.
In this section we shall focus on methods that cannot
readily be deduced from the non-MC algorithms. The
common feature of these methods, is that they provide
a solution to the fundamental problem of motion compensating subsampled data. This problem arises if the
motion vector used to modify coordinates of pixels in
a neighbouring eld, does not point to a pixel on the
interlaced sampling grid. In the horizontal domain this
causes no problem, as sampling rate conversion theory is applicable. In the vertical domain, however, the
demands for applying the sampling theorem are not
satis ed, prohibiting correct interpolation.

Fo (~x; n) =

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

F (~x; n)
; y mod 2 = n mod 2
F (~x d~(~x; n) ~"; n 1) ;
(y dy "y ) mod 2 = (n 1) mod 2
F (~x 2d~(~x; n) 2~"; n 2) ;
(y 2dy 2"y ) mod 2 = n mod 2
F (~x d~(~x; n); n 1)
, otherwise

vertical position

(26)
where ~" = (0; "y )T , and "y is the small error resulting
from rounding to the nearest grid position. This "y
has to be smaller than a threshold. If no motion compensated pixel appears in the vicinity of the required
position, it would be possible to nd one even further
backwards in time. This, however, is not recommended
as the motion vector loses validity by extending it too
much.
The algorithm implicitly assumes uniform motion over
a two{ eld period, which is a drawback. Furthermore,
the robustness to incorrect motion vectors is poor, since
no protection is proposed. In Section 5, the consequences shall become evident.
y-1
y
y+1
y+2

original sample
sample to be interpolated

n-2

n-1

n

field number

Figure 10: Temporal backward projection

4.2

Time{recursive de{interlacing

The MC Time-Recursive (TR) de-interlacer of Wang et
al. [34] uses the previously de-interlaced eld (frame)
instead of the previous eld in a ` eld'-insertion algorithm. Once a perfectly de-interlaced image is available, and the motion vectors are accurate, sampling
8

lter:

rate conversion theory can be used to interpolate the
samples required to de-interlace the current eld:

Fo (~x; n) =


Fo (~x; n)

F (~x; n)
; y mod 2 = n mod 2
Fo (~x d~(~x; n); n 1)
, otherwise

(27)

vertical position

LEGENDA

original sample
interpolated sample
previously interpolated sample

n
field number

Figure 11: Time{recursive de{interlacing
ing, solutions have been described in [34]. Particularly,
the median lter is recommended for protection. As
a consequence, the TR de-interlacing becomes similar
to the motion compensated median lter approach, albeit that the previous image consists of a previously
de-interlaced eld instead of the previous eld. The
output is de ned by:

Fo (~x; n) =

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<

F (~x; n)

>
>
>
>
>
>
:

med @

0

(31)
where  , a small constant, prevents division by zero.
The recursion is an essential ingredient of the concept.
Consequently, this method, similar to the TR algorithm
of the previous subsection, has the risk of error propagation as its main disadvantage.

; y mod 2 = n mod 2
Fo (~x d~(~x; n); n 1);
F (~x ~uy ; n) ;
F (~x + ~uy ; n) ;

1
4.4

A

Interlace and generalized sampling

The sampling theorem states that a bandwidth{limited
signal with maximum frequency 0:5fs can exactly be reconstructed if this signal is sampled with a frequency
of at least fs . In 1956, Yen [37] showed a generalization
of this theorem. Yen proved that any signal that is limited to a frequency of 0:5fs can be exactly reconstructed
from N independent sets of samples, respresenting the
same signal with a sampling frequency fs =N . This theorem can e ectively be used to solve the problem of
interpolation on a subsampled signal, as rst presented
by Delogne [38] and Vandendorpe [39]. We shall call
this method the GST (Generalized Sampling Theorem)
de-interlacer method.
Figure 12 shows the calculation of the samples to be interpolated. Samples from the previous eld are shifted

, otherwise
(28)
This is a very e ective method, although the median
lter can introduce aliasing in the de-interlaced image
as illustrated in Figure 21.
4.3

>
>
:

kF (~x; n) + (1 k)Fo (~x d~(~x; n); n 1)
; y mod 2 = n mod 2
pFi (~x; n) + (1 p)Fo (~x d~(~x; n); n 1)

, otherwise
(29)
where k and p are adaptive parameters, and Fi is the
output of any initial de-interlacing algorithm. Preferably, a simple method is used, e.g. line averaging, which
we selected for the evaluation. The derivation of k is
fairly straightforward, and comparable to what we see
in edge-preserving recursive lters, e.g. for motion{
adaptive noise reduction.
A similar derivation for p is not obvious, since the difference would heavily depend upon the quality of the
initial de-interlacer. In order to solve this problem, the
factor p is selected such that the non{stationarity along
the motion trajectory of the resulting output for interpolated pixels equals that of the vertically neighbouring
original pixels. This assumption leads to:
jA + B j + 
p(~x; n) =
2jFi (~x; n) Fo (~x d~(~x; n); n 1)j + 
(30)
with
A = Fo (~x ~uy ; n) Fo (~x d~(~x; n) ~uy ; n 1)
B = Fo (~x + ~uy ; n) Fo (~x d~(~x; n) + ~uy ; n 1)

As can be seen in Figure 11, the interpolated samples
generally depend on previous original samples as well
as previously interpolated samples. Thus, errors originating from an output frame, can propagate into subsequent output frames. This is inherent to the recursive approach, and is the most important drawback of
this method. To prevent serious errors from propagat-

n-1

8
>
>
<

Adaptive{recursive de{interlacing

Aliasing at the output of the de-interlacer results in
non{stationarity along the motion trajectory. Such
non{stationarities can be suppressed using a lter.
Cost-e ective ltering in the (spatio-) temporal domain
can best be realised with a recursive lter. De Haan et
al. [36] proposed a MC rst{order recursive temporal
9

The weights kj associated with the corresponding interpolation methods, are determined by calculating the
'likely correctness' of the corresponding lter. The
weights are calculated from the absolute di erence of
the corresponding method within a small region around
the current position.
Kwon et al. [45] advocate switching instead of fading, and propose a decision on block basis. They include no edge adaptivity, but extend the number of
MC-interpolators by distinguishing forward, and backward eld insertion, as well as MC eld averaging.
The fundamental problem with suchs hybrids is that
averaging of the di erent methods introduces blurring,
while switching requires a reliable quality ranking of
the methods which is usually hard to achieve.

over the motion vector towards the current eld in order to create two independent sets of samples valid at
the same temporal instance. A lter calculates the output sample. Appropriate lter coecients are derived
odd

even

odd
LEGENDA

vertical position

y+4

existing samples

y+3

motion-compensated samples

y+2

interpolated samples

y+1
y
y-1

n-2

n-1

n

field number

Figure 12: De-interlacing and generalized sampling
in the papers of Delogne [38] and Vandendorpe [39].
Kalker [40] shows an alternative (algebraic) derivation
which does not require Fourier transforms (see also
[41]). The de-interlaced output is de ned by:
8
F (~
x; n)
>
>
>
< P
Fo (~
x; n) =
Pk F (~x
>
>
x
>
m F (~
:

; y

mod 2 =

n
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Video quality still is a subjective matter, as it proves
dicult to design a reliable objective measure re ecting
the subjective impression. Although many attempts
have been reported [47], non of these appears to be
widely accepted. Furthermore, we experienced diculties in applying recent proposals, e.g. [46], since publications often do not provide all details while software is
not (yet) made available. Some authors expressed their
doubt whether their measure was applicable to evaluate
de{interlacing. One alternative, the `subjective MSE ',
that we experimented with [48] did not lead to di erent
conclusions than the common MSE . We therefore see
no good alternative yet for the much criticized MSE .
We conclude that objective measurements can help to
rank the performance of the di erent methods, though
screen pictures for the moment remain necessary to
check conclusions. We will use Mean{Squared{Errors
(MSE ) and introduce an alternative applicable for interlaced originals. A consequence of the weak relation
with subjective quality is that the conclusions based on
our experiments have a rather qualitative character.
We selected some of the reviewed methods for evaluation. The selection criteria were popularity, availability
in a product, or representativeness for a category. This
led to twelve algorithms in the comparison: 1. line averaging, 2. eld insertion, 3. linear VT{ ltering 2 , 4.
VT median ltering, 5. weighted and edge-dependent
median ltering, 6. MC median 3 , 7. MC VT ltering,
8. TBP, 9. TR, 10. AR, 11. GST, and 12. GST with
selective median 4 .

mod 2

(2k + 1)~
uy ; n)h1 (k )+
d(~
x; n)

2m~
uy ; n

1)h2 (m)
, otherwise
(32)

The equations shows that output samples are completely determined by the original samples of the current and the previous eld. No previously interpolated
samples are used. Therefore, errors will not propagate,
which is a clear advantage over the TR and the ARalgorithms.
To improve the robustness of this algorithm, some protection is necessary as shown by Bellers et al. [42]. The
protection mentioned in this paper consists of a selective median lter, which activates the median only in
the most critical situations. This prevents the disadvantages of median to outweigh the improved robustness. In the evaluation, this method will be referred to
as `GST de-interlacer with selective median'.
4.5

Hybrids with motion compensation

It is possible to combine MC and non-MC deinterlacing methods. Nguyen [43] and Kovacevic [44]
describe de-interlacing methods that mix four methods:
line averaging (F1 (~x; n)), edge{dependent interpolation
(F2 (~x; n)), eld averaging (F3 (~x; n)) and MC eld averaging (F4 (~x; n)).
The output frame is de ned by:

Fo (~x; n) =



F
(~x; n); y mod 2 = n mod 2
P4
j=1 kj Fi (~x; n) , otherwise

Evaluation

2 The
3 The
4 The

(33)
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rst three methods are used in PC ICs, e.g. [15, 20]
methods 4., 5., and 6. are used in TV ICs, e.g. [4, 25, 49]
number of tested MC methods is largest, as technology

(a) Tokyo

(b) Shopping

(d) Circle

(e) Bicycle
Figure 13: Images from each test sequence

.

The assumption is that two consecutive output images
from a perfect de{interlacer are identical, even though
one is derived from an odd input eld and the other
from an even. Obviously, motion has to be either absent or compensated. It is the mean square deviation
from this ideal which is measured by the MT I . Due
to the motion compensation, the score re ects not only
the quality of the de-interlacer, but also that of the
vectors. This may seem strange for non-MC methods,
as their performance does not depend on motion vectors. However, as all methods su er equally from erroneous vectors, MT I scores can be used for ranking,
even though the values have no strict meaning.
Unfortunately, it is possible to design an algorithm {
which consists in switching the output signal to zero{
suggesting that even an MT I as low as zero, is insucient to prove good quality. To validate our conclusions,
we checked the MT I for the algorithms under test by
calculating the classical MSE gures as well for those
sequences of which a progressive original was available.
We further added some screen photographs to give a
subjective impression.
The motion estimator that we used is the so called 3D RS block-matcher proposed by de Haan et al. [50].
This estimator yields close to true-motion vectors with

We shall rst introduce a criterion, applicable for interlaced originals, and the test sequences used in the
evaluation. Thereafter, the score of the various methods is discussed, and screen photographs are presented
to illustrate typical artifacts of the evaluated methods.
5.1

Performance measurement

In the literature on de{interlacing, the MSE is frequently used as an objective performance criterion. It
requires progressively scanned original sequences, however, which are not necessarily representative for sequences recorded with an interlaced camera.
To cope with that problem, while preventing discussions on how to pre lter progressive originals prior to
interlacing, an alternative error criterion, the so called
Motion Trajectory Inconsistency MT I , was introduced
by de Haan [35] and further used in [41, 42]:
MT I

(c) Calendar

=

X

1
N

MW

(Fo (~
x

~(~
d
x; n); n

1)

2

Fo (~
x; n))

~x2MWn

(34)

where MWn indicates the Measurement Window in
eld n, and NMW is the number of samples within
that window summed over the length of the sequence.
will soon justify these techniques in commercial products.
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a quarter pel accuracy, and has a low complexity which
earlier justi ed its use in consumer ICs [4].
5.2

Test sequences

We used ve test sequences in the ve categories: no
motion, horizontal motion, vertical motion, zoom, and
complex motion. Pictures from these test sequences are
shown in Figure 13, along with an arrow indicating the
motion. This material proved to be critical, and discriminates well between the various algorithms. From
the sequences Bicycle, Circle, and Tokyo, progressive
originals were available and used for an MSE score.
5.3

(a)

Results

To enable a quick performance comparison of the various methods we designed a `star-graph' showing all
MT I scores in a single graph. The star-graph shows
ve axes, each corresponding with a particular test sequence. The centre, where the axes meet, corresponds
to the worst score obtained with any of the methods.
The end of each axis corresponds to the best score obtained on the corresponding sequence. The MT I scores
of a particular algorithm were drawn on the corresponding axes, connected with a line. The area of the star
now indicates the overall quality, while the form suggests strengths and weaknesses. The gure in the graph
indicates the average MT I score for the method, and
the MSE score for the relevant sequences are indicated
between brackets next to the name of the sequence.
The Figures 14 and 15, show the results for the nonMC methods and the MC methods, respectively, from
which we will draw our conclusions.
First of all, the MSE scores indicate that all methods produce realistic output signals, i.e. that the MT I
is a good measure for ranking, even if no progressive
original exists.
Field insertion shows the best MT I score for still images (Circle), but is worst of all for moving sequences.
The line averaging shows the best average MT I score
of all non-MC methods, but is worst for stationary images (Circle). Typical artifacts of line averaging and
eld insertion are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

(b)
Figure 16: a) Artefact due to spatial averaging ltering,
b) Output of AR-method
dian is weak in all detailed picture parts without dominant edges (Shopping, Tokyo). Figure 19 illustrates
the e ect which is due to a noisy interpolation direction. Robustness against erroneous edge detections is
apparently lacking.
The VT lter is typically weak on vertically moving sequences (Calendar, Bicycle), but best of the non-MC
methods for horizontal motion (Tokyo). A screen photograph, shown in Figure 18, illustrates the problem
with vertical motion clearly. Its performance on stationary images (Circle) is below average, resulting particularly in line{ icker.
MC methods perform better than non-MC algorithms,
but TBP and GST have problems with complex motion
(Bicycle), indicating that robustness against vector errors can be improved. Such lack of robustness can be
dramatic, as is illustrated {for the TR-method in which
we switched{o the protection{ in Figure 20.
Motion compensation is less e ective for methods that
are poor on still images. An example is the VT lter.
The best tested methods are the AR, the GST with

The median lters perform better on still images than
the linear ones, while the weighted median shows a relative good score on Bicycle (The rotor in this image is
best interpolated along diagonal edges). The VT median introduces some alias in the highest vertical frequencies as shown in Figure 20, while the weighted me12

Linear averaging

Median

Field insertion

Circle (162)

Circle (0)

Circle (0)

Tokyo (40)
Calendar

Calendar

Tokyo (90)
Calendar

344

194

Tokyo (37)

157

Shopping

Bicycle (45)

(a)

Shopping

Shopping

(d)

(c)

Bicycle (124)

Circle (10)

Circle (30)

213

Shopping

Weighted median

Vertical / temporal filtering

Calendar

Bicycle (562)

(b)

Tokyo (40)

Tokyo (24)
Calendar

Bicycle (116)

160

Shopping

(e)

Bicycle (80)

Figure 14: Results of the evaluation for the non MC de-interlacing algorithms
selective median, the TR, and the MC median method.
Of these, AR and TR require a frame memory for recursion, and are therefore somewhat more expensive
than the other two methods for which a eld memory
suces. Their recursiveness makes the output sequence
more `stable' or less `noisy', but this may be interpreted
equally well as a loss of sharpness, particularly when
compared with the GST methods.
The score of the MC median indicates that neglecting
the SRC problem on subsampled data is better than
lacking robustness.

6

In the evaluation section we have compared the algorithms on critical test sequences. We included stationary, horizontally and vertically moving sequences,
zooms, and material with complex motion. We showed
objective scores, MSE and MT I , and screen photographs of the typical artifacts. The MT I scores were
presented in a `star-graph', a footprint of a method immediately showing its strenghts and weaknesses.
We conclude that the use of additional information extracted from the sequence, using motion detectors, edge
detectors, and motion estimators, requires measures to
garantee robustness in case of errors that inevitably
occur in these extracted features. Nevertheless, the advantage of motion compensation was evident, and some
algorithms had the required robustness to allow the use
of a cost{e ective motion estimator. We therefore expect that the de{interlacing quality of coming products
shall greatly improve, and non-MC methods become
obsolete in all but the least advanced products.
We further conclude that the methods used in TV receivers have shown clear improvements over time. Particularly, the MC methods recently introduced in consumer TV are considerably better than the earlier lin-

Concluding remarks

We have presented an overview of de-interlacing techniques, ranging from simple linear methods to advanced
motion compensated algorithms. We selected twelve
methods for a performance comparison. These twelve
include algorithms that are already available in (PC
and TV) products, as well as algorithms from recent
literature that could appear in future consumer products.
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MC median

MC vertical / temporal filtering

Circle (0)

Tokyo (19)
Calendar

57

Calendar

Shopping

Bicycle (47)

(a)

75

Shopping

MC time-recursive

56

Shopping

Bicycle (49)

(b)

61

Tokyo (13)
Calendar

Shopping

72

Tokyo (19)
Calendar

Shopping
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(e)

Tokyo (20)

Bicycle (144)

(c)

GST with selective median

Circle (0)

Bicycle (55)

(d)

Circle (0)

GST

Circle (0)

Calendar

MC temporal backward projection

Circle (34)

Circle (0)

Tokyo (12)
Calendar

Bicycle (106)

52
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(f)

Tokyo (13)

Bicycle (62)

Circle (0)

44

Tokyo (10)

Calendar

Shopping

(g)

Bicycle (62)

Figure 15: Results of the evaluation for the MC de-interlacing algorithms
ear and non{linear methods. Nevertheless, the older
linear methods are state of the art in PC{products, although our evaluation indicates a relative poor performance. In addition, the evaluation showed that there is
room for further improvement. The most recently proposed MC algorithms, not yet available in products,
appear to be still better and a ordable.
Concerning the question whether or not interlace
should be part of future scanning format, we believe
that the drawbacks of interlace are easily overestimated
unless one is familiar with the recent developments in
de{interlacing. The use of more advanced techniques

in TV products may be a consequence of the belief of
the TV community that compatibility with historical
choices is a necessity in the very large TV market. On
the other hand, the reluctance to embrace interlace may
have caused out{dated techniques for de{interlacing in
PCs. Our overview contributes to the discussion by
providing a common knowledge basis. It does not prove
that interlace is currently the best technical solution to
reduce the transmission channel capacity with a factor of two. Further experiments with both advanced
de{interlacing and coding techniques are required to
quantify that and the most dicult task, of balancing
the technical and non-technical issues, remains.
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Figure 17: a) Alias artefact due to eld insertion, b)
Output of AR-method

(b)
Figure 18: a) Artefact due to vertical-temporal ltering
in case of vertical motion, b) output from AR-method

As a closing remark it seems good to remember that
many broadcasted pictures are originated on cine{ lm,
i.e. can be perfectly de{interlaced within the PC or TV
without deviating from the current interlaced transmission formats. The motion judder due to the low picture
update frequency of cine{ lm can be eliminated. This
requires the same motion vectors that enable successful MC de{interlacing of non{ lm material, and was
proven by the award{winning `Natural Motion' concept, commercially available in TV in Europe [4]. That
concept also shows that motion portrayal problems can
be solved economically when converting from one picture rate to another. Motion judder, resulting from
repetition of the most recent picture and common procedure in all PC video cards, can be solved better with
signal processing than with adapted display rates and
long{persistent phosphors.
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